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Packaging & Processing Solutions
for the Poultry Industry
The Poultry Industry’s Premium Packaging Partner
A market leader in the clips and clipper business, TIPPER TIE has forged strong global market and brand
presence in recent years. The company focuses on its core competencies in engineering and product
development, invested in modern lean manufacturing techniques and broadened its capabilities through key
acquisitions. From its origins in making clip closures for processed meat casings, to its array of innovative
packaging closure systems today, TIPPER TIE has a history of working closely with its customers to identify
and service their needs for processing and packaging meat & poultry, and other diverse food and non-food
products.
TIPPER TIE & the Poultry Industry
TIPPER TIE understands the unique needs of the poultry industry.
Our dedicated sales team works closely with customers to ensure that
TIPPER TIE high quality machines and consumables are safe, efficient
and maintain the highest hygienic standards. TIPPER TIE continuously
invests in innovative machines designed to help our customers work
smarter and more efficiently. Every TIPPER TIE machine comes with
beneficial features offering you our promise – solutions that work for
packaging and processing packaging of your valuable goods.
Unique TIPPER TIE benefits:
Easy to Clean – All of our machines are constructed with the highest
sanitary design standards using stainless steel and other non-corrosive
materials for a quick, easy wash down and sanitizing.
Efficiency – Minimize waste, maximize consistency. Our machines
provide consistent clipping, reducing casing and netting waste. The
machine pays for itself in what your company will save in reduced
netting and casing cost.
Reliability – Our machines guarantee an extra strong, secure closure
every time. You can trust the TIPPER TIE machine to get it right the first
time. We also offer the support of our highly skilled technical support
team.
Safety First – TIPPER TIE machines comply with high safety standards.
Each machine features state-of-the-art controls including automatic
shut-off valves and locking controls. Machines are more ergonomically
favorable in that they eliminate repetitive operator motions and heavy
lifting of birds.
Simple Design – TIPPER TIE makes machines that are neither flashy,
nor complicated. They are easy to maintain and provide quick access to
clip changing and refilling. The TIPPER TIE machine portfolio provides
your company with reliability and high-end quality.

TIPPER TIE Poultry Machines
TIPPER TIE offers a wide range of machines to fit the unique needs of the poultry industry. From baggers
and clippers to vacuums and stuffers, TIPPER TIE has a machine that can package or process whatever your
production line outputs. Our high quality machines provide the lowest total cost of ownership in the industry
and have kept our customers satisfied for over 60 years. Here are a few of the options TIPPER TIE offers to
the poultry industry:
Bagging Machines
TIPPER TIE has the poultry industry’s premier machines for
packaging, bagging and tagging whole birds in the most efficient
and economical way. Processors wanting the premium look of
shrink bags with the secure clip closure that customers identify
with fresh can rely on the TTBagS. The TTBag is a manual
bagging solution with the possibility of two operators working
simultaneously. The semi-automatic TTBagH, with its specially
designed hocking system, can produce up to 15 whole birds per
minute with a single operator. The compact TTBagV easily fits into
existing bagging lines, producing 8 to 10 packages per minute.
Vacuum Packaging Machines
TIPPER TIE offers a variety of vacuum packaging machines to
fit your production needs. The CVE and CVW provide operatorassisted vacuum packaging solutions. The Rota-Matic provides
an automated vacuum packaging solution reducing total package
costs while also producing high-integrity vacuum packages.
Processed Poultry Solutions
For companies looking for solutions for packaging turkey
sausage, deli meats and other processed poultry products,
TIPPER TIE offers a full range of automatic clipping machines
such as the TN4000 family, TT1815/1512, RS4204 and SV4800.
These machines can take your pumpable or hand laid product
and produce consistent chubs of meat at virtually any diameter.
Table Top Clippers
TIPPER TIE manufactures a variety of stainless steel table top
clippers designed to meet all modern sanitary standards. This
series of clippers offers many models including gate or throat
clippers, single or double clippers, vertical or horizontal, left or
right hand and with a variety of clip sizes. The Econo-Clipper
in conjunction with the TTBag uses the Z95 series and the
100 series clip for a simple and economical poultry packaging
solution.
Cutting and Emulsifying
The TTCut series provides precise, constant cutting and
emulsifying of meat, sausage and delicatessen products. The
TTCut is available with a single or double cutting set with a cut
size ranging between 0.2 and 3 mm. TTCut benefits include:
non-contact cutting, no metal-to-metal contact, and consistent
product quality providing extended cutting tool life and minimal
temperature increase. The machine is operator-friendly and easy
to maintain.
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